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VEIL DRAPING 
Since various materials will move and waft differently, you may wish to start a veil 

collection. Feel free to choose any material you like however I would avoid knits or stretchy 
material which may loose it’s shape as well as snag on your costume. Many dancers prefer 
silk veils but silk is by no means mandatory. Eva Cernik proposes that the veil represents a 
boundary between the mundane world and the mysterious and mystical world “beyond the 
veil” of life. Therefore she recommends that you dance only with sheer veils. It’s a lovely 
sentiment but sheer material is also not mandatory.  

Any color is acceptable although I’d avoid black, as it is too reminiscent of a Muslim 
Burqa. You can order ready made veils or you can make your own. Make one to match a 
circle skirt. Simply buy 3 more yards of the same material out of which you are making your 
skirt. I suggest that you buy the material all at the same since you often can not find the same 
fabric later. If you are tall, like me, you will generally want your finished veil to be 3 yards 
long. Other wise 2 5/8’s yard is sufficient, however I think it’s good for all dancers regardless 
of their height to be able to manipulate 3 yards of material. Use a mirror as well as a video 
camera to help you discover what is attractive on you and works with your dance style. 
Delilah Flynn recommends that you practice veil dancing with an unusually heavy material, 
like a chenille bedspread, to help build strength and improve flow. 

Make sure the veil material is draped evenly and if it has a “right side” and a “wrong 
side” work with it to present as much of the “right side” as possible. Tuck all tucks firmly so 
nothing escapes until you cause it to do so. You will have to practice wrapping up in a veil(s), 
wearing it and taking it off as well. Each one is an art in itself. Learn to loosen your tucks 
right before you pull on them so that they release easily. Play with releasing one section at a 
time and dancing with each possibility. Practice wrapping and tucking the material in 
different and more ingenious ways. Use one veil or multiple veils. Make it a game and see 
how many different veils you can wrap up in. 

When disposing of veils make sure they are in a place where there is no chance of 
accidentally stepping on them while dancing. Most veil material is very slippery, not to 
mention fragile, so take care! 



        
 

Simple Neck Drape  
Gather the material in both hands lengthwise. Place the center of the material on your neck 
under your chin and toss both ends over your shoulders. 
 
 

    
 

Simple Wings 
From the above drape, reach behind you and grasp the material at the selvedge closest to 
your arms. Slide down to the corner of the veil and lift your arms above your head in a “ Y”  
shape. 



     
 

One    Shoulder   Drape 
Gather the material in both hands lengthwise. Place the center of the material on your right or 
left shoulder and then simply let the ends drop. The material can remain gathered on the 
shoulder or pulled down the arm to the desired length. 
 
 
 

   
 

One Shoulder Drape   tucked in front & back at opposite hip 
Gather the material in both hands lengthwise. Place the center of the material on your right 
shoulder and then simply let the ends drop. Gather a small amount of material in front and 
back and tuck side by side at opposite hip. The material can remain gathered on the shoulder 
or pulled down the arm to the desired length. 
 



              
 

Isadora’s Neck Drape or The Basic Duncan 
 Warning: famous modern dancer Isadora Duncan often wore a scarf in this style. On day she let it trail 
too far behind her as she rode off in a convertible. The long scarf became entangled in the wheel spokes and she 
died instantly. Quite a sensational death, but everything Isadora did was sensational!) 
Gather the material into one hand at the mid-point lengthwise. Drape material across the neck 
and behind both shoulders as in the simple neck drape above. Take the material in back of 
your right arm behind your head and cross over your left shoulder again. This time dropping 
the material down and front, over your left breast. (may be done on either side.) Now look in 
a mirror and make sure they hang evenly, long veils can drag and trip you, so keep them 
balanced for safety’ s sake as well as esthetic value. Practice dropping the shoulder and 
allowing the material to fall off releasing you from the neck drape and ending in the One 
Shoulder Drape. 

    
 

Wrapping the Basic Duncan 
 Once the Basic Duncan is in place take the right front edge and tuck it at your right 
hip (directly under your armpit) into your belt or skirt. Repeat that tuck with the material 
hanging in the back, right edge to right hip. If you wish to cover your bra, pull up the edge 
nearest your right breast and tuck it in where your shoulder strap joins the bra cup. You can 
pull and tuck the material crossing your back in a similar fashion. Now tuck in the left edges 
of the material on the left hip, again you can tuck around the bra if you wish. 



          
 

One Shoulder Drape w/knot at shoulder, or can be tucked into bra strap 
Hold the veil out lengthwise letting all the material fall. Take hold of the two opposite ends 
and tie them together at their points with a simple 8 knot (over & under twice). Pull the knot 
over your head to rest on one shoulder allowing the rest of the material to drape down the 
opposite hip.   

 

                      
 

Double Veil Shoulder Drape w/knot at shoulders 
Repeat the above with two different veils, one draped on each shoulder. Practice using 3 
veils. Begin your selection wearing Double Veil Shoulder Drape while manipulating a third 
free-flowing veil. Dance with the first veil then discard appropriately. Remove a second veil, 
dance, then discard and finally remove the last veil, dance and discard. Practice picking up 
your veils and leaving the performance area. Do it creatively! At the end of some of her sets 
Eva Cernik will use the tip of her sword or cane to gather up her veils the she rests the sword 
or cane on her shoulder like a fishing rod and wafts off stage with material floating behind 
her. 



 
 

VEIL POSES 

 



       
 

Temple Arms    (Variations) 
Temple Arms over-head w/veil in back, let veil fall. 
Temple Arms over-head w/veil in back, encourage veil to drape over arms. 
Temple Arms over head w/veil in front-framing face. 
 

                  
 

Temple Arm over head w/veil behind & material covering arms 
Temple Arms variation placing hand at nape of neck w/veil in front-framing face 

 



     
 

“Y” ARMS & variation 
Extend both arms over-head in a “ Y”  shape, with veil in back. Make sure to keep your 
elbows behind your ears and support your extended arms with the strong muscles of the back 
and rib cage. 
 

   
 

Extended Arms w/variations 
w/veil in front -  do head & eyeslides     w/veil in back at shoulder 
 
 



                    
 

“The Pose” 
One arm up, one arm down, one leg in front of the other on demi-toe, w/veil in back. 
 

                          
Variations w/veil in front 

 

 



                           
   

The Cave or Canopy  
Try stomach rolls and flutters, hip figure 8’ s, head slides and tilts. Try level changes or drop 
to the floor. 
 

 
 

                           
 

The Backdrop 
Grasp the corners of the veil at one end and extend it down behind you, lengthwise, to frame 
your entire body. 
 
 
 



                      
 

The Crescent Moon 
 
Start with the One Shoulder Drape with the veil pulled down to just cover the hand. Now 
extend both arms over head into a variation of Temple Arms with fingertips touching. 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

PATTERNS & TRICKS 
 

Think of your veil as either an extension of yourself, like your hair or else consider it 
your dance partner. Either way you must dance with assurance and make “ friends”  with your 
veil. Pay attention to the tension, the drag and pull on the veil as it moves through the air, so 
that you can maintain your flow. Feel it move slice the air, see the patterns it makes and 
encourage them. Extend your arms fully, supporting them with the torso muscles, which lift 
and hold them in the air. Experiment with different rates of speed. Encourage your veil to 
whip and pop in the air, filling it with power, like the wind before a storm. Also experiment 
with dancing very slowly. Allowing the veil to drape and waft around you like water running 
over your body, slipping, sliding and caressing you.  
 Utilize every aspect of your veil. Wear it to conceal yourself and dance your 
introduction focusing on zil work. Then transition to a veil piece (keeping your zils on), so 
that you may quickly un-veil as the veil will obscure certain movement thus precluding you 
from using them and limiting your dancing. After you have discarded your veil(s) and 
finished the rest of your performance don’ t forget to collect your veil before you leave the 
performance area. Remember to never turn your back on the audience while bending over to 
pick up your veil. How rude! Instead, agilely drop down into a squat, keeping your head up 



and smiling at the audience. Without really looking grasp the veil and pop back up. Skip off 
stage flipping the veil behind you. Or do something more imaginative, Eva Cernik will scoop 
the veil up with the tip of her sword or cane and then rest the sword or cane on her shoulder 
like a fishing pole with the veil dripping off as she exits the performance area. Not unlike 
Charlie Chaplin’ s Little Tramp with his Hobo stick. 
 Learning to dance with a veil may be as frustrating as learning to shimmy or zil, but 
in no time you’ ll be flowing everywhere; it just takes practice and perseverance.



 
 

         
 

The Glide 
Extend arms and walk forward or backward, letting the wind fill the veil. Keep arms fully 
extended w/elbows behind ears!  
 
 

 
 

Verticle Tear Drop 
With one arm trace a “ tear drop”  shape on the wall in front of you. The pointed end of the 
teardrop is around head level and the fat end dips below the hips. Execute the teardrop from a 
stationary position, or alternating arms while turning small half circles, or while turning. 
 



            
 

Verticle Tear Drop in motion 
 

          
 

Swirling in place – alternating left/right 
Take the above TearDrop pattern and first execute it on one side crossing in front of the torso 
then alternate to the other side. Back and forth and back and forth causing the material to 
swirl and waft around you. Practice it trying to keep the material off the ground as much as 
possible. 

Swirling around the body 
Once you can swirl with confidence, then you begin to work with the crossing pattern 
required when swirling around yourself. Move ahead to the Crossing Arm Figure 8 with 
pause and reverse. Once you understand that pattern you can work with this variation. Instead 
of pausing at the shoulder pass the veil over your head and around behind you with the other 
arm following through. Repeat continuously, remembering to keep the veil off the floor as 
much as possible. Once you can swirl around the body confidently begin to turn in a slow 
circle in place while swirling around the body, very dramatic! 



 
 

                        
 

          
 

 
OVER THE HEAD 

 
Keep arms fully extended and move with power and energy. Keep arms straight while 
crossing back and forth over-head. Don’ t flail or fling arms, give the material time to waft all 
the over front or back. If veil gets caught on your head act as though you meant for it to 
happen. Acknowledge the material covering you and act mysterious. The material can be 
lifted off the head ala the canopy or slowly pulled forward to cascade off the face. 

 
 



                
 

CROSSING ARM FIG. 8 W/PAUSE AND REVERSE 
 

                                    
 

Simply follow the photos 



 
 

     
 
 

SNAP UP AND RELEASE 
Hold the veil extended out in front of you. Using mostly your wrists, snap or flip the material 
up so that it falls on to your outstretched arms. Then simply drop your arms allowing the 
material to cascade back down. You made need to practice before the movement is smooth. 

 
 

                    



 
 

  
 
    

SNAP UP - ONE UP/ONE DOWN - RELEASE 
Repeat “ Snap Up”  however before releasing the material lift one arm overhead while the 
other arm describes a circle (turning towards you) with the forearm, releasing the material 
from the arm but retain your grasp of the fabric. This pose should now be a variation on one 
up/one down. Hold long enough for the eye to register then drop the overhead arm in a 
flicking circle like the other arm executed allowing the material to cascade down.  

        
 

                              



 

                 
 

DOUBLE ARM FLIP 
 

                     
 

Extend your arms out away from the body with the veil in back. Flip the veil up and over the 
forearms with a snap of the wrist and arm. Then position arms forward front with bent 

elbows and fingertips touching. Now pull one arm back until your fingers touch the back of 
your ear. While the other arms extends diagonally out.



DOUBLE ARM FLIP – VARIATIONS 
 

Start with the Simple Wings pose 
 

                           
 
Drop both arms to your side, now extend one arm and trace a tight circle in the air that causes 
the veil to snap over the forearm. Then repeat on the other side. 

 

                               



 
 
 

                   
 
Now pose with one arm up palm to ceiling, one arm down palm at floor. Or you can pull both 
arms up behind you, placing fingers at the nape of the neck. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



     
 

BACKWARD TRAVELING SNAKY TRAIN W/FIG. 8 ARMS 
Traveling in a diagonal direction w/veil in front 
Traveling in a diagonals direction w/veil behind 
 

 
 

THE TURKISH ROPE TRICK 
 
Pose with one arm up or bent to touch nape of neck. Extend the other arm out to the side and 
drop the veil to the floor maintaining a grip on it. Now “ stir a pot”  turning your hand around 
and around until the veil is all wrapped up in itself. Then drop the remaining material and this 
is your veil discard. It’ s a great way it collect the fabric of the veil up in a pile so it’ s easier to 
avoid. 


